
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a modelling analyst. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for modelling analyst

Supporting initiatives aimed at educating and upskilling members of the
packaging community to enable them to fully exploit data analysis and
modelling capability
Analysis of the source data and business requirement specifications and
transformation, through analysis and understanding of core financial
processes and how the data maps to these processes
Source file attributes mapping to target entities and attributes, identify
transformation rules, filters
Delivering optimised solutions at an engine architectural level, by executing
structural and dynamic analysis with implicit and explicit Finite Element
analysis techniques
Conduct monthly audits of bound account entries to ensure process
adherence, identify training issues, and to verify proper capture of the policy
terms in catastrophe modelling software (RMS)
Work closely with modeling team, finance execution team and F3 on model
design, implementation testing, input / output validation
Coding for non model requirements, ability to "run" model
Understand how the models works, the process design on the loss
forecasting engine (include model and non-model components of the
process)
Understand how inputs and outputs are generated and ability to modify
inputs and output for what if scenario or regression testing of the models
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Qualifications for modelling analyst

Ability to communicate with senior stakeholders, engage SMEs and bring
people on board with projects
A strong academic background, with at minimum of a Masters in
mathematics, physics or quantitative finance
A practical knowledge of credit derivatives, their risk drivers and the models
used to price them
The role will expose the candidate to a wide range of professionals within the
bank
A good understanding and awareness of the regulatory framework for banks
is desirable
Exposure in banking domain areas


